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ABSTRACT 

As online image sharing services are becoming popular, the importance of correctly annotated tags is being emphasized 
for precise search and retrieval. Tags created by user along with user-generated contents (UGC) are often ambiguous due 
to the fact that some tags are highly subjective and visually unrelated to the image.  They cause unwanted results to users 
when image search engines rely on tags. In this paper, we propose a method of measuring  tag confidence so that one can 
differentiate confidence tags from noisy tags. The proposed tag confidence is measured from visual semantics of the 
image. To verify the usefulness of the proposed method, experiments were performed with UGC database from social 
network sites. Experimental results showed that the image retrieval performance with confidence tags was increased. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The amount of user-generated content is increasing rapidly during the recent years due to the popularity of easy-to-use multimedia 
devices, as well as the availability of cheaper storage and bandwidth [1, 2, 3]. In particular, digital cameras are powerful and popular 
tool to capture one’s daily life. Images are often shared through online image sharing services such as Flickr [4], Webshots [5]. For 
example, as of July 2007, Flickr is known to serve 12,000 images per second, and over two million images are uploaded every day by 
8.5 million registered members [6]. 

The vast amount of online available images requires a certain amount of descriptive tags to images, because generic online image 
sharing services are using tags to deal with searching, managing and organizing images. To do that, users have possibility to register 
appropriate tags to images when uploading these images. Image searching engines can then retrieve images by relying on tag-based 
search techniques. 

However, those tags annotated by users are not always representing the actual image. They are likely to be highly subjective [7]. 
Sometimes, some tags are not related to the visual perception of the image. For example, the pictures and tags shown in Fig. 1 are 
retrieved from Flickr. As seen in Fig. 1(a), a user has tagged ‘occasions’ which is a highly subjective tag. In Fig 1 (b), it is difficult to 
find any relations between the image and tags such as ‘hotel’ and ‘house’. Since these highly subjective and visually unrelated tags are 
registered in online image sharing services, current image search engines relying on tags would result in unwanted retrieval results to 
users. 

 

Tags: hill, holiday, nova, occasions, terrain, ... Tags: sea, coast, water, sky, river, hotel, house, …
(a) highly subjective tag (occasions) (b) visually not related tag (hotel, house)  

Fig. 1. Example pictures from the Website Flickr.com 
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Tag recommendation could be one technique to reduce the above mentioned problem. Supervised tag recommendation not only 
makes users to annotate tags in a more time efficient way but also assists in maintaining consistency between images and tags. It 
supports suggestions to users based on analysis of visual similarity between images. Using tag recommendation, candidate keywords 
are typically produced by an automatic image annotation process, which analyzes the correlation between an image and several 
keywords. Classification-based image annotation attempts to infer correlations between keywords representing semantics and images 
by relying on classifiers. Each classifier is used for the detection of a single concept in an image, such as ‘architecture’, ‘sky’, ‘beach’, 
‘sunset’, and so on. Several classification methods have been developed and discussed in the literature, such as techniques based on 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [9] and techniques relying on Bayes Point Machines [10]. Besides classification-based image 
annotation, it is also possible to make use of probability-based annotation. This technique infers the probability that a particular 
keyword can be associated with an image. To do so, the similarity is computed between the image to be annotated and a set of training 
images that are already annotated with tags [11-14]. However, tag recommendation is applicable to images which are newly uploaded. 
It could not be applied to the images uploaded before, because recommendation operates within the uploading process.  

To overcome the aforementioned limitation, this paper proposes a method to measure tag confidence for images in database so that 
one can differentiate confidence tags from noisy tags. We calculate the confidence value for tag in UGC image database by analyzing 
the associated visual information and ontology information. Semantic vector is adapted to measure visual similarity, and WordNet is 
used to obtain similarity between tags. Our goal is that image search engine can provide reliable retrieval performance by only using 
highly confident tags. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the details of the proposed method. Experiments and results are 
given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses future work. 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
2.1 Overall procedure of proposed method 
Tag confidence in this paper describes how much the tag is related to associate image. Tag confidence value is defined varying from 0 
to 1. If the tag is not related to the image, tag confidence value is close to 0. Likewise, as tag confidence value is close to 1, the tag is 
highly related to the image. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the overall procedure of the proposed tag confidence measurement. The tag confidence is calculated based on the 
visual information of image. Let us assume the image database in Fig. 2 consist of images from UGC and associated tags.  We 
suppose to measure tag confidence for all tags with associated images in the database. To do that, a target image is selected from the 
image database and the tag confidence for the target image is measured. All images in the database are selected as target images so 
that confidence values of all tags in the database are measured.  

Semantic vectors for a target image and images in the database are generated. With the generated semantic vectors, visual similarity 
between the target image and database images is calculated. Based on the visual similarity, likelihood images from the database, 
which are visually similar to the target image, are selected. The tag confidence of the target image is measured by tags on likelihood 
images which are visually similar to the target image. This paper employs WordNet [8] ontology knowledge to obtain word similarity 
among tags. Each module in Fig. 2 is explained as follows: 

 

Taget image selection Semantic vector generation Likelihood image selection

Tag confidence measurement

Image DB

…

Image 1 …

1st tag 

kth tag

Semantic vector generation

WordNet

 
Fig. 2. Overall procedure of proposed tag confidence measurement 
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2.2 Semantic vector generation 
A semantic vector aggregates the confidence values that are the result of applying a series of independent classifiers to an image [14]. 
Each confidence value represents the degree of certainty in which a particular concept has been detected. Each element of a semantic 
vector, i.e. the confidence value for a particular concept, is generated from a collection of training images that all contain the same 
concept. 

Since the training set contains diverse kind of images in the same concept, a semantic vector is generally better to represent a concept 
than a low-level feature vector. For example, the concept ‘bear’ could be learned by using a training database containing images of 
both polar bears and brown bears. Although the visual difference between polar bear images and brown bear images is significant 
(white versus brown), the semantic difference is rather small (all images represent the ‘bear’ concept). As such, using low-level 
features, it is possible to under-estimate the image similarity although the images in question represent the same concept. However, 
using semantic vectors, we know a bear can sometimes be white or brown (from the training database). Therefore, it is possible to 
compensate for the under-estimated similarity. 

Fig. 3 shows the process for generating semantic vector for an image. If an image I is input, the entire image is divided spatially into 
sub-regions in the same way as in [9]. Low-level visual features are extracted from the sub-regions. By using the low-level features 
and semantic learning model described in [9], the semantic vector VI is finally generated. 

 

Image localization Visual feature 
extraction

Semantic 
mapping

Image (I) Semantic vector (VI)

Semantic model
 

Fig. 3. Semantic vector generation process 

 

2.3 Likelihood image selection 
Likelihood images in the database, which are visually similar to the target image, are obtained with the semantic vectors mentioned 
above. The distance between two vectors of the target image and an image in the database is calculated as 
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where Vt and Vd are semantic vectors for target image and database images respectably, and vt
k and vd

k represent kth elements of Vt 
and Vd. p is the dimension of semantic vector. 

Since each element of semantic vector represents the probability of the semantic concepts [9], the maximum distance in Eq. (1) is 1. 
The selected likelihood images are I1, …, Itho which are represented in order of similarity distance. Image in the database having small 
similarity distance means it is close to the target image. 

2.4 Tag confidence measurement 

Each tag confidence in the target image is supposed to be measured. Let nth tag of target image be n
tT . It is calculated by analyzing the 

word similarity of tags in likelihood images. In this paper, we adopt WordNet to calculate the similarity among tags. Fig. 4 shows the 
schematic structure of the tag confidence measurement. 
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Fig. 4. Proposed tag confidence measure 

We use two methods for measuring the tag confidence in this paper. Method 1 considers only the word similarity of likelihood 
images to measure tag confidence described as,   
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where tho is the number of likelihood images, max{·} returns the maximum element in the set, and S(·) is a word similarity between 
tags. The similarity of two words is obtained as the cosine of the angle between their vector representations (gloss vectors) as follows 
[10], 
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where gk and gi are the gloss vector representation of Tk and Ti, respectively. And angle(·) returns the angle between vectors.  

As seen in Eq. (2), the maximum word similarity is found for each likelihood images and summed for all likelihood images. The 
summed value is normalized to obtain the tag confidence.  

Method 2 is similar to Method 1 except that it considers visual similarity as well as the word similarity. It is described as, 
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where vt,m is the visual similarity between target image and mth likelihood image which is measured by ,  
 

 ( )mm dv VV ,1 t2,t −= . (5) 

 

In Eq. (4), the word similarity is weighted by the visual similarity. It sets high confidence value to the tag of higher ranked 
likelihood image. The higher confidence value signifies that the tag is highly related to the image. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS 
We have collected 3108 images and associated tags of the images from Flickr.com through OpenAPI. There are 29,081 tags and 5504 
distinct tags. We have used 428 images in the experiment, which have at least two visually related tags. For ground truth, each tag is 
manually analyzed to see that it is related to the visual perception of the image. 

Fig. 5 shows the refinement results according to the tag confidence proposed in this paper. The underlined tags have high 
confidence and are selected as visually related tags. We can easily recognize that the selected tags, ‘hill’ and ‘terrain’ in Fig 5 (a) and 
‘sea’, ‘coast’, ‘water’, ‘sky’ and ‘river’ in Fig 5 (b),  are visually related with the pictures. 

 

(a) hill, holiday, nova, 
occasions, terrain, …

(b) sea, coast, water, sky, river,
hotel, house, …  

Fig. 5. The result about tag refinement with proposed tag confidence 

 

To verify the effectiveness of proposed method, we performed an image retrieval using tag and measured recall and precision rate 
for two methods: Two methods are image retrieval with tag confidence though method 1, and with tag confidence through method 2. 
Note that tag confidence represents how much the tag is visually related to the image. To measure the recall and precision with 
method 1 and 2, we selected confident tags by thresholding tag confidence values.  

Table 1 shows the results of the experiments. As seen in Table 1, Retrieval performances applying tag confidence method are better 
that the method without tag confidence. Recall and precision is measured as followed, 
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where acorrect is the number of visually related tags which is retrieved correctly. adetermined is the number of tags selected by thresholding 
tag confidences. amanual is the number of visually related tags determined by people. 

 

Table 1. Experimental results 

 Recall Precision 

Method 1 0.60 0.58 

Method 2 0.62 0.61 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In order to enable efficient search in vast collections of images, tags are important feature because current image searching engine 
retrieve images through the use of tags. However, there exists inappropriate tags (highly subjected tags and visually unrelated tags), 
and those tags decrease the retrieval performance. Therefore, tag confidence which represent how much the tag is related with the 
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image can provide enhancement to image retrieval. In this paper, the measurement of tag confidence in UGC database was proposed. 
The proposed tag confidence method was based on visual semantics of image. The purpose of this work is to reduce noisy tags such as 
highly subjective tags and visually unrelated tags from pool of tags generated by users. Experimental results showed that retrieval 
performance was increased by using confident tags. 

At present, recall rates are lower than expected since it is affected by several tags which represent location information. It is difficult 
to recognize specific locations such as ‘England’ or ‘Tokyo’ with visual information only. A potential improvement to increase the 
recall rate is to obtain location information by using GPS information in EXIF. Besides, extensive experiments with more scalable 
database will be performed. 
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